Re: 2020 Spring Ride 1
   2020 Spring Ride 2
   2020 Spring Ride 3

We are closely monitoring the current situation with COVID-19 and like so many are trying to estimate when things such as safe travel, flights, and services will be opening back up and getting back to normal. Currently all three of the National Parks that we ride in are closed, making it necessary to reschedule Spring 1 and Spring 2 rides.

We are purposing the following dates for Spring Ride 1-- June 15\textsuperscript{th} through June 21\textsuperscript{st}

We are purposing the following dates for Spring Ride 2--June 22\textsuperscript{nd} through June 28\textsuperscript{th}

We are currently planning to keep the original dates for Spring Ride 3--June 1\textsuperscript{st} through June 7\textsuperscript{th}

The health issues of COVID-19 effects each of us differently. If you aren’t completely comfortable taking the 2020 rides we understand. We will need to know by May 1\textsuperscript{st} if you are interested in transferring to the June ride, or will be canceling and receiving a full refund. Refund checks will be sent out by the 5\textsuperscript{th} of May. All correspondence should be by email to keela@redrockride.com or by phone 435-679-8665.

First and foremost is the safety of our riders, wranglers, and staff. Please carefully consider the welfare of yours and others health and note that we have enclosed a new disclaimer which talks about COVID -19. We know the schedule changes will be a challenge for some, but this is the best we can do to get you on a Red Rock Ride this year.

Keep in mind that there is chance we may have to cancel all three rides if the current situation doesn’t keep improving. We at the Red Rock Ride choose to remain optimistic that the Spring rides can happen and hope that we can accommodate most of you with the date changes.

\textbf{This notice is being sent by e-mail, some of you who signed up for your friends used your e-mail address and we are asking you get this information to those in your group that you signed up.}

If there are any updates or changes, we will let you know immediately.

Sincerely

Red Rock Ride